Introduction
The Minimalist Program (MP) claims that Merge is the core cognitive computation responsible for the recursive hierarchies found in human language and thought (Chomsky, 2017a; Chomsky, 2017b; Hornstein, 2017) . Additionally, it claims that Merge is unique to the Language Faculty (Berwick & Chomsky, 2016; Fitch et al., 2005; Hauser et al., 2002; Hornstein & Pietroski, 2009; Poeppel, 2017) .
Recently, this language-uniqueness view was tested (Martins et al., 2015a) by asking participants to complete a recursive rule-based visual categorization task while performing a phonological working memory task. The verbal task did not interfere with the visual, suggesting that the representation of recursion in vision is not dependent on language domain-specific resources. This study can be criticized, however, for using a verbal task that is not linguistically domainspecific for the MP. More specifically, MP researchers have recently claimed that Merge consists of a linguistically domain-specific cognitive process of (1) lexicalization and (2) concatenation (Zaccarella & Friederici, 2016; Hornstein, 2017; Hornstein & Pietroski, 2009) . Therefore, in the current study, we operationalize this critique and test the hypothesis that classifying images as wellformed continuations of a recursive rule relies on Merge as defined by the MP. To do so, we used the Visual Recursion Task in a dual-task paradigm that included interference conditions tapping specifically into components (1) and (2) of Merge.
In the Visual Recursion Task (VRT) (Martins, 2015b) , participants are shown three successive iterations of a fractal. After the three images appear, two images are shown simultaneously and participants must select the image that best corresponds to the correct continuation of the rule established by the first three images. In our study, 48 participants completed the VRT task with and without dual-task interference. The secondary tasks were: 1) A Semantic Fluency condition ('semantic') -tapping into lexical representations -in which participants received a basic category word (e.g. "animals") at the start of a VRT trial and named examples of this category for the duration of the trial; and 2) an Arithmetic Recursion condition ('math') -tapping into recursive concatenationin which participants received a base value (N) at the start of a VRT trial and counted down backwards by three (N i =N i-1 -3) for the duration of the trial. To compare any specific effects of dual-task interference on the VRT performance, in a second experiment, a new group of participants (N=48) completed a control task, he Embedded Iteration Task (EIT), a non-recursive iterative rule-based visual task (Martins, 2015b) , with the same procedure and dual-task interference conditions as Experiment 1.
Analysis & Results
We analyzed accuracy and response times using a Generalized Linear Mixed Model in R (R Core Team, 2013; Bates & Sarkar, 2006) . Subject ID was specified as a random factor to control for repeat measures across fixed factors. We performed model selection by adding factors in a stepwise procedure and comparing log likelihoods. In our final model, VRT trials in the 'math' and 'semantic' dual task conditions were associated with significantly higher error rates (p<.05; p<.001) and shorter response times (p<.05; p<.001) compared to trials without dual-task conditions. Similar to Experiment 1, we analyzed accuracy and response times in the EIT experiment using a Generalized Linear Mixed Model in R. Compared to the EIT task without interference, the 'math' and 'semantic' dual task conditions were associated with significantly higher errors rates (p<.001; p<.001) and longer response times (p<.001; p<.001).
Lastly, we combined the VRT and EIT data to investigate the differential effects of the dual-task interference conditions on tasks. The effect of 'math' and 'semantic' interference in the VRT was associated with significantly lower error rates and shorter response times compared to the same categories of effects in the EIT (p<.001; p<.001).
Conclusion
Our results suggest that the ability to categorize visual recursion is dependent on some of the abilities enabling Semantic Fluency and Arithmetic Recursion but less so than the ability to interpolate fixed positions within a visual sequence (as required by the EIT). This suggests that subcomponents of Merge may be used in the generation of well-formed visual structures following rules. However, the rules may not only be used specifically by recursive operations thought to generate an unlimited amount of novel hierarchies of unbounded depth.
